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We present theoretical results for the effect of strain on resistivity, optical weight and local density of states using the recently developed extremely strongly correlated Fermi liquid theory in two dimensions. The strain induced variations are obtained for a two-dimensional $t$-$t'$-$J$ model, where $t$ and $t'$ are the first and second neighbor hopping parameters. Our calculation provides quantitative predictions for these quantities. These have the prospect of experimental tests in the near future, for strongly correlated materials such as the hole-doped and electron-doped high-$T_c$ materials.

I. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION

Understanding the temperature and doping dependent electrical conductivity of very strongly correlated metals in two dimensions is a very important problem in condensed matter physics. This problem has been explored in various experiments\textsuperscript{1–3} on different materials over last few decades. Experiments reveal interesting and challenging transport regimes, termed the strange metal and the bad metal regime, whose existence is inexplicable within the standard Fermi liquid theory of metals. These results have attracted several numerical studies using the techniques of dynamical mean field theory\textsuperscript{4–6}, determinant quantum Monte-Carlo method\textsuperscript{7,8} and dynamical cluster approximation\textsuperscript{9,10} etc. These studies indicate that the unusual regimes are indicative of very strong correlations of the Mott-Hubbard variety.

Despite the numerical progress, few analytical techniques are available to extract the low temperature transport behavior, and thus better understand the various regimes. This is due to the inherent difficulties of treating strong correlations, i.e. physics beyond the scope of perturbation theory. Recently, the extremely correlated Fermi liquid theory (ECFL)\textsuperscript{11,28,29} has been developed by Shastry and coworkers. This theory consists of a basic reformulation of strong correlation physics, and its many applications have been reported for the $t$-$t'$-$J$ model in dimensions $d=1,2,\infty$. This is a minimal and fundamental model to describe extreme correlations. The ECFL theory leads to encouraging results which are in close accord with experiments such as spectral line shape in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)\textsuperscript{12–17,31}, Raman susceptibilities\textsuperscript{18,19} and particularly, resistivity\textsuperscript{11,20,31,32}. ECFL theory gives a good account of the $T$ and density dependence of the resistivity\textsuperscript{11,20,31,32} for hole-doped and electron-doped correlated materials.

In the ECFL theory, the resistivity arises from (umklapp-type) inelastic scattering between strongly correlated electrons. Here the hopping amplitudes of electrons play a dual role. The first one, that of propagating the fragile quasiparticles, is standard in all electronic systems— they model the band structure. Additionally, for very strong correlations the ECFL theory shows that the hopping parameters are also involved in the scattering of quasiparticles off each other. This can be seen e.g. Eq. (7), where the “interaction” term in the self energy is determined by the $\varepsilon_\nu$’s, the Fourier transforms of the hopping matrix elements. A surprisingly low characteristic temperature scale\textsuperscript{20,31} emerges from the strong correlations, above which the resistivity crosses over from Fermi liquid type i.e. $\rho \sim T^2$ behavior, to an almost linear type i.e. $\rho \sim T$ behavior.

Here we address the effect of strain on the resistivity via its change of the hopping amplitudes. At a qualitative level, strain influences the hopping amplitude by changing the overlap between nearby orbitals, a small strain can be parametrized through a single variable $\alpha$ as discussed in Eq. (13). We can estimate this single parameter by computing (or measuring) other physical variables which also change with strain. For this purpose we have identified two experimentally accessible variables. Firstly we study the integrated weight of the anisotropic electrical optical conductivity, i.e., the f-sum rule weight, accessible in optical experiments\textsuperscript{26,27}. Secondly we study the local density of states (LDOS), measurable through scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)\textsuperscript{21–25}. The f-sum rule weight in tight binding systems is related to the expectation of the kinetic energy, or hopping, and can be obtained from the Greens function. The LDOS can be calculated from the local Greens function easily.

From the above we argue that strain effects could provide a test of the underlying mechanism for resistivity within the ECFL theory to include strain dependence. Experiments probing these strain effects are likely in the near future, thus enabling an important test of the theory.

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II (A) we summarize the second order ECFL equations and the corresponding Green’s functions and self-energies. (B) We describe how to convert the lattice constants and hopping parameters for system under strain. (C) We outline the parameters for the program. In Sec. III, we present the calculation of and results for (A) the resistivity, (B) the kinetic energy, and (C) the LDOS and their associated susceptibilities with respect to strain. We provide a brief...
summary and discussion of our results and future work in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS & PARAMETERS

A. The ECFL Equations

In this section, we briefly introduce the ECFL equations for the $t$-$t'$-$J$ model. More details can be found in Ref. [11,28,29,32]. In the ECFL theory,28 the one-electron Green's function in momentum space is characterized as a product of an auxiliary Green's function $g$ and a caparison function $\tilde{\mu}$:

$$G(k) = g(k) \times \tilde{\mu}(k)$$

where $k \equiv (k, i\omega_n)$ and $\omega_n = (2n + 1)\pi k_B T$ is the Fermionic Matsubara frequency. The auxiliary $g(k)$ plays the role of a Fermi-liquid type Green's function characterized as a product of an auxiliary Green's function $\tilde{\mu}$.

The equation of the Green’s function for $t$-$t'$-$J$ model can be symbolically written as:

$$(g_0^{-1} - X - Y_1). G = \delta (1 - \gamma).$$

where $X$ represents a functional derivative and $Y_1$ stands for the $G$ convoluted with hopping and interaction. They are in analogy with the left side in the Schwinger-Dyson equation for Hubbard model:

$$(g_0^{-1} - U\delta/\delta\nu - UG). G = \delta 1.$$ 

The introduction of $\lambda$ bound to $[0, 1]$ interpolates from non-interacting to fulling interacting system. Then we expand Eq. (3) systematically with respect to $\lambda$ up to a finite order and at the end setting $\lambda = 1$ to recover the full $t$-$t'$-$J$ physics.

In the following, we use the minimal version of second order (in $\lambda$) ECFL equations32, setting the superexchange term to $J = 0$, which is equivalent to the infinite-$U$ Hubbard model:

$$\tilde{\mu}(k) = 1 - \lambda^{\frac{n}{2}} + \lambda \psi(k)$$

$$g^{-1}(k) = i\omega_n - (\epsilon_k - \mu) + \frac{n}{2}\epsilon_k - \lambda \psi(k)$$

where $\mu$ is the standard chemical potential. The non-canonical Green’s function features two self-energy terms: the usual Dyson-like self-energy denoted $\phi(k)$ in the denominator and a second self-energy in the numerator $\psi(k)$. The self-energy $\phi(k)$ can conveniently be decomposed as follows: $\phi(k) = \chi(k) + \epsilon'_k \psi(k)$ where $\chi(k)$ denotes a self-energy part, $\epsilon'_k = \epsilon_k - u_0/2$ and $\psi(k)$ the second self-energy. Here $u_0$ acts as a Lagrange multiplier, enforcing the shift invariance28,29,32 of the $t$-$t'$-$J$ model at every order of $\lambda$. The second order example is given in the discussion below Eq. (8). The expressions for these self-energies in the second order theory are given by

$$\psi(k) = -\sum_{pq}(\epsilon'_p + \epsilon'_q)g(p)g(q)g(p + q + k)$$

and $\chi_0 + \lambda \chi_1$ with $\chi_0(k) = -\sum_p \epsilon'_p g(p)$

where $\sum_{k} = k_B T \sum_{k, \omega_n}$. By setting $\lambda$ to 1, the resulting expressions for the second order equations are

$$\tilde{\mu}(k) = 1 - \frac{n}{2} + \psi(k)$$

$$g^{-1}(k) = i\omega_n - (\epsilon_k - \mu) + \frac{n}{2} \epsilon_k - \chi_0(k)$$

$$- \chi_1(k) - \epsilon'_p \psi(k)$$

We can confirm that an arbitrary shift of $\epsilon_k \rightarrow \epsilon_k + c_0$ leaves the above expression invariant by shifting $\mu \rightarrow \mu + c_0$ and $u_0 \rightarrow u_0 + 2c_0$. In this sense, we may take $u_0$ as a second chemical potential. Here, $n$ denotes the particle density from which we can determine the two chemical potentials $\mu$ and $u_0$ by satisfying the following number sum rules

$$\sum_k g(k)e^{i\omega_n \sigma} = \frac{n}{2} = \sum_k G(k)e^{i\omega_n \sigma}.$$ 

We find the spectral function $\rho_G(k) = -1/\pi 3m G(k)$ by analytically continuing (i.e. $\omega_n \rightarrow \omega + i\eta$) and by solving Eq. (1) and Eqs. (6-10) recursively. We remind the reader that the spectral function $\rho_G(k)$ is referred to in most experimental literature by the symbol $A(k, \omega)$. We can recover the interacting Green’s function from $\rho_G$ using

$$G(k, i\omega_n) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho_G(k, \nu) i\omega_n - \nu d\nu.$$
B. Strain effects on hopping

§Converting lattice constant changes to hopping changes: We are working with the t-t'-J model in two dimensions, and the parameters amenable to strain-variations are

\[ t_x, t_y, t', \]  

where \( t_x \) and \( t_y \) refer to nearest neighbor hops along \( x \) and \( y \) axes, and \( t' \) is the second neighbor hopping matrix element on the square lattice. We start with the tetragonal symmetry case where there are just two parameters:

\[ t_x = t_y = t, \quad t' \]

The t-t'-J model describes hopping of electrons between copper-oxygen bonds in the 2-d plane. At the level of a single bond between two coppers, any hopping \( t(R) \) for a bond with length \( R \) can be represented by

\[ t(R) \approx \frac{A}{R^\alpha} \]  

(13)

where \( A \) is a constant. In the simplest cases, the exponent \( \alpha \) is given by the angular momentum \( l_1, l_2 \) of the relevant atomic shells of the two atoms by the formula

\[ \alpha = l_1 + l_2 + 1. \]  

(14)

Thus for two copper atoms \( l_1 = l_2 = 2 \) and hence we might expect

\[ \alpha \sim 5, \]  

(15)

whereas for copper-oxygen bonds \( l_1 = 2, l_2 = 1 \), therefore

\[ \alpha \sim 3. \]  

(16)

For the effective single band description of the cuprate materials, it is not entirely clear what value of \( \alpha \) is most appropriate. Comparisons with experiments might be the best way to decide on this question, when the results become available. Until then we can bypass this issue by presenting the theoretical results in terms of \( \Delta \) rather than the strain itself. Towards this end Eq. (13) is a very useful result. We rewrite it as

\[ \frac{\delta t(R)}{t(R)} = -\alpha \frac{\delta R}{R}, \]  

(17)

thus enabling us to convert a change of the lattice constant to that of the corresponding hopping, using only the value of \( t \) and \( \alpha \). Throughout this paper we will refer to \( \delta t/t \) as the hopping strain in order to distinguish it from the conventional strain, \( \delta R/R \). The hopping strain will always refer to the strain along the \( x \) axis unless otherwise noted.

§Geometrical aspects of the strain variation

Our calculation studies a few variations of parameters. We start with an undistorted tetragonal system at \( t \sim 5220K \), and vary \( t' \) to capture both electron doped \((t' > 0)\) and hole doped \((t' < 0)\) cuprates. For a general orthorhombic case with lattice constants \( a, b, \) the three distances of interest (two sets of nearest neighbors and one set of second neighbors) are

\[ a, b, \rho = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2}. \]  

(18)

For the tetragonal case we set \( a = b = a_0, \rho = \sqrt{2}a_0 \), where we refer to the undistorted lattice parameter as \( a_0 \). We next study the effect of stretching \((\delta a > 0)\) or compressing \((\delta a < 0)\) the \( x \)-axis, leaving the \( y \)-axis lattice constant unchanged. The changes in the lattice constants then read as

\[ a \rightarrow a_0 + \delta a; \quad b \rightarrow a_0; \quad \rho \rightarrow \sqrt{2}a_0 + \frac{\delta a}{\sqrt{2}}. \]  

(19)

We denote the strain in the \( x \)-direction as

\[ \epsilon_{xx} = \epsilon = \frac{\delta a}{a_0}. \]  

(20)

In terms of the strain, we can rewrite the distances to neighbors as

\[ a = a_0(1 + \epsilon), \quad b = a_0, \quad \rho = \sqrt{2}a_0 \left(1 + \frac{\epsilon}{2}\right). \]  

(21)

The single particle (tight binding) energies for the distorted lattice are given by

\[ \epsilon_k = -2t_x \cos(k_x a) - 2t_y \cos(k_y b) - 4t_d \cos(k_x a) \cos(k_y b). \]  

(22)

In terms of the band parameters of the unstrained system, \( t \) and \( t' \), we can write the anisotropic band parameters as

\[ t_x = (1 - \alpha \epsilon) t, \quad t_y = t, \quad t_d = (1 - \alpha \frac{\epsilon}{2}) t', \]  

(23)

where the factor of \( \frac{1}{2} \) for \( t_d \) comes about due to a shorter stretching of \( \rho \) as in Eq. (21).

C. Parameters in the program

The model considered applies to several classes of materials, such as the cuprates, the sodium cobaltates and presumably also to the iron arsenide superconductors. We shall restrict our discussion to the cuprates where the parameters are fairly well agreed upon in the community.

In this calculation, we set \( t = 1 \) as our energy scale and we allow \( t'/t \) to vary between \(-0.4 \) and \( 0.4 \). The hopping strain \( \delta t/t \) is varied from \(-0.15 \) to \( 0.15 \). We can convert to physical units by equating \( t = 0.45\text{eV} \), and hence the band width \( W = 8t = 3.6\text{eV} \). We focus on two particle densities, optimal doping \( \delta = (1 - n) = 0.15 \)
and overdoped case $\delta = 0.20$. Here $\delta$ the hole doping is related to the particle density $n = 1 - \delta$. The temperature range is set $T \in [37, 450]\, \text{K}$ except at $t' = 0.2$ and $n = 0.80$. Lower temperatures than this lie outside the range of convergence for the current scheme. For the interacting system we solve the ECFL equations (6-10) iteratively on a frequency grid of $N_\omega = 2^{14}$ and a lattice $L \times L$ with $L = 61, 79, 135$ where $N_\omega$ is the dimensions of the frequency grid and $L$ is number of elements in the lattice for each direction. We primarily use an $L > 61$ for $t' > 0$ at low temperatures (i.e. $T < 100\, \text{K}$) in order to get sufficient resolution to converge electrical resistivity calculation. The need for a high resolution lattice at low temperatures is a product of the spectral function which features higher, sharper peaks for $t' > 0$, to which the resistivity calculation is sensitive \(^{32}\). For the non-interacting system we compute LDOS using a system of size $N_\omega = 2^{12}$ and $L = 271$.

III. SELECTION OF RESULTS

Here we present the effects of strain on electrical resistivity, kinetic energy and LDOS and their associated susceptibilities in response to a compressive ($\delta t/t > 0$) and tensile ($\delta t/t < 0$) hopping strain.

A. Resistivity for an x-axis strain:

We now study the response of electrical resistivity characterized by electron-electron scattering\(^{32}\) in the presence of a strain. We use the bubble approximation, factoring the current correlator as $\langle J(t) J(0) \rangle \sim \sum_k \gamma_k G(k)$ with a suitable vertices $\gamma_k$ and dressed Green’s function to compute the components of dimensionless resistivity tensor, $\rho_{ij}$. We shall calculate and quote the following objects:

- $\rho_{xx}'(n, T)$ is the strained version of resistivity along x-axis.
- $\rho_{yy}'(n, T)$ is the strained version of resistivity along y-axis.
- $\rho_{xx}$ without a prime refers to the tetragonal result, which is the same as $\rho_{yy}$.
- We present $XX$ component variations
  \[ \frac{\rho_{xx}' - \rho_{xx}}{\rho_{xx} \delta t/t} \] vs $T$
- We present $YY$ component variations
  \[ \frac{\rho_{yy}' - \rho_{yy}}{\rho_{xx} \delta t/t} \] vs $T$
- We present $A_{1g}$ symmetry variations
  \[ \frac{\rho_{xx}' + \rho_{yy}' - 2\rho_{xx}}{2\rho_{xx} \delta t/t} \] vs $T$
- We present $B_{1g}$ symmetry variations
  \[ \frac{\rho_{xx}' - \rho_{yy}'}{(\rho_{xx} \delta t/t)} \] vs $T$

We noted that $\rho_{xx}' + \rho_{yy}'$ corresponds to the $A_{1g}$ irreducible representation (irrep) and $\rho_{xx}' - \rho_{yy}'$ corresponds to the $B_{1g}$ irrep of the $D_{4h}$ point group\(^ {36-39}\).

§ Computation of the anisotropic resistivity

To find the anisotropic resistivity, we compute the dimensionless conductivity\(^ {32}\) for the anisotropic case

\[
\sigma_{xx} = \langle \Upsilon_k (h \kappa_x^2)/(ab) \rangle_k, \tag{24}
\]

\[
\sigma_{yy} = \langle \Upsilon_k (h \kappa_y^2)/(ab) \rangle_k \tag{25}
\]

where $\langle A \rangle_k = \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_k A$, $N_s = L \times L$ and

\[
\Upsilon_k = \langle 2\pi \rangle^2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega (-\partial f/\partial \omega) \rho_G^2(k) \tag{26}
\]

where $f(\omega) = 1/(1 + \exp(\beta \omega))$ is the Fermi function, $\rho_G(k)$ is the spectral function from second order ECFL theory and $v_k^x, v_k^y$ are the bare vertices which are defined as

\[
v_k^x = \frac{1}{\hbar} \frac{\partial k_x}{\partial k_x} - \frac{a}{\hbar} \frac{\partial k_y}{\partial k_x}, \tag{27}
\]

\[
v_k^y = \frac{1}{\hbar} \frac{\partial k_y}{\partial k_y} - \frac{b}{\hbar} \frac{\partial k_x}{\partial k_y} \tag{28}
\]

where $k_1 = k_x a$ and $k_2 = k_y b$ denote the dimensionless momentum components. Inserting the dimensionless momenta into Eq. (25), we obtain

\[
\sigma_{xx} = \langle \Upsilon_k (\frac{dk}{dk_1})^2 \rangle_k \frac{(a/b)}{1}, \tag{29}
\]

\[
\sigma_{yy} = \langle \Upsilon_k (\frac{dk}{dk_2})^2 \rangle_k \frac{(b/a)}{1} \tag{30}
\]

for the dimensionless conductivity. The corresponding dimensionless resistivities are $\rho_{xx} = 1/\sigma_{xx}$ and $\rho_{yy} = 1/\sigma_{yy}$. The electrical resistivity can be converted to physical units as follows: $\rho_{\text{physical}, \alpha} = \rho_0 \times \rho_0$ where $\rho_0 = c_0 h/e^2 = 1.171\text{nmΩcm}$, and $\alpha = xx$ describes the longitudinal (parallel to strain) resistivity and $yy$ describes the transverse (perpendicular to strain) resistivity. Here $c_0 \sim 6.645\text{Å}$ is the typical separation between parallel planes\(^ {41}\).

1. The raw resistivities

In our recent work\(^ {31}\), a significant finding was the $t'$ dependence of the curvature of resistivity versus temperature curve. Here we focus on the effects that hopping strain, $\delta t/t$, has on resistivity. In particular, in Fig. 1, we study the anisotropy of the raw dimensionless resistivity over a broad range of temperatures for two representative densities: over-doped ($n = 0.80$) and optimal ($n = 0.85$).
density. It displays the longitudinal resistivity $\rho'_{xx}$ (solid) and the transverse resistivity $\rho'_{yy}$ (dashed) for a compressive strain (red) and tensile strain (blue) in comparison to the unstrained tetragonal system (green). We observe that longitudinal resistivity under a compressive strain ($\delta t/t > 0$) is enhanced and conversely, under a tensile strain ($\delta t/t < 0$) it is reduced across the displayed temperatures range and for all $t'$. The response for transverse resistivity is similar except the sign of change is $t'$ dependent, and there is a reduction in the magnitude of the change. An interesting new feature lies in the $t'$ dependence, we note that magnitude of the change in transverse resistivity is $t'$ dependent where for $t' = 0.2t$ it is unchanged for all strains, and hence, by measuring the transverse resistivity we can determine the sensitivity of the system to second neighbor interactions.

Consistent with previous findings, we observe that the curvature persists under strain, i.e., the curvature changes from positive (concave up like $+T^2$) to negative (convex up like $-T^2$) as $t'/t$ is varied upward. Recall that strain is effectively a small change in the hopping parameter, so we ought to expect strain to have a similar impact on the curvature. Phenomenologically, varying $t'$ signals a change in the effective Fermi temperature scale $T_{FL}$ where for $T < T_{FL}$ the system is in the Fermi liquid regime, $\rho \propto T^2$ and hence has a positive curvature. Moreover, as we decrease $t'$ from positive to negative, we suppress the Fermi liquid temperature regime into a smaller temperature regime at low temperatures which is usually hidden by the superconducting state. The observed negative curvature is indicative of an extended crossover region from Fermi-liquid regime to the strange-metal regime for $T > T_{FL}$ with linear behavior. The following relation is useful to express the crossover regime for high enough hole doping

$$\rho \sim C \frac{T^2}{T_{FL} + T}$$

(31)

where $C$ is a constant that defines the slope of linear regime and $T_{FL}$ marks the crossover. For $t' = -0.2t$, we find the following: We find that a compressive (tensile) strain extends the Fermi-liquid regime for the longitudinal (transverse) resistivity, and flipping the strain reduces the Fermi-liquid regime. The difference in magnitude of the response between the longitudinal and transverse resistivity under compression is characterized by the relation $t_d/t_x > t_d/t_y$ and hence the longitudinal resistivity is more Fermi-liquid-like. Conversely, we see that a compressive strain reduces the Fermi-liquid temperature scale for the transverse resistivity sending the $\rho_{yy}$-$T$ curve to the linear regime more quickly, and enlarges the resistivity at high temperatures indicating an enhanced linear constant, $C$. Although not shown in Fig. 1, we also note that increasing the magnitude of the compressive strain extends the Fermi-liquid regime of the longitudinal resistivity, all of which is consistent with the above relation.

2. Strain-Resistivity susceptibilities for $A_{1g}$ irrep

In this section we shall examine the normalized susceptibility, i.e., the response function for the resistivity in the $A_{1g}$ irrep,

$$\chi_{A_{1g}} \equiv -\left(\frac{\rho'_{xx} + \rho'_{yy} - 2\rho_{xx}}{2\rho_{xx}}\right)\left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right).$$

(32)

It is also useful to record the unnormalized susceptibility

$$\chi_{A_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv -\left(\rho'_{xx} + \rho'_{yy} - 2\rho_{xx}\right)/\left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right).$$

(33)

In Figs. 2 and 3 we present the unnormalized $[(a),(c),(e),(g)]$ and normalized $[(b),(d),(f),(h)]$ response functions at two representative densities: $n = 0.80$, $n = 0.85$, respectively, for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. The resistivity for $A_{1g}$ irrep is defined as the sum, $\rho_{xx} + \rho_{yy}$, which acts as a center of mass coordinate and the susceptibility highlights the shift in this coordinates as result of strain. Since the resistivity vanishes as $T \to 0$, we note that the normalized susceptibility is enhanced at low-$T$. As a result of the anisotropy in hopping parameters, $t_d/t_x$, $t_d/t_y$, there is slight asymmetry between the response function to a compressive and tensile strain of the of similar magnitude.

From Figs. 2 and 3 we see that at $T \gtrsim 100K$ and for hole doping, i.e. $t' \leq 0$, the normalized susceptibilities become independent of the strain, and hence the response is in the linear regime. The non-linear response at lower $T$ is interesting and potentially observable in experiments with varying strain.

On the other hand for electron doping, i.e. $t' > 0$, we see a strongly non-linear behavior even at high $T$. Its origin is the extended Fermi-liquid regime in this case. Summarizing, we find that the early departure from Fermi liquid behavior into a strange metallic behavior in the hole doping favors a linear response above 100K. Conversely we expect to see non-linearity extending to much higher $T$'s.

3. Strain-Resistivity susceptibilities with $B_{1g}$ irrep

In this section, we shall examine the response function for the $B_{1g}$ irrep defined as

$$\chi_{B_{1g}} \equiv -\left(\frac{\rho'_{xx} - \rho'_{yy}}{\rho_{xx}}\right)\left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right),$$

(34)

$$\chi_{B_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv -\left(\rho'_{xx} - \rho'_{yy}\right)/\left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right).$$

(35)

In Eqs. (32)-(37) the strain $\delta t/t$ is taken to be small but non-zero. For non-zero values of strain the non-linear components of response are picked up. These are also of interest, and we comment on them below.

In Figs. 4 and 5, we display the unnormalized $[(a),(c),(e),(g)]$ and normalized $[(b),(d),(f),(h)]$ response
functions at two representative densities: \( n = 0.80 \), \( n = 0.85 \), respectively, for various \( t' \) and \( \delta t/t \). The resistivity for \( B_{1g} \) irrep is defined as the difference, \( \rho_{xx} - \rho_{yy} \), which plays the role the relative coordinate and the susceptibility characterizes the shift in this coordinates as result of strain. In the unstrained system the \( \rho_{xx} = \rho_{yy} \), and hence the \( B_{1g} \) irrep vanishes for the unstressed system. Since the resistivity vanishes as the \( T \rightarrow 0 \), we note that the normalized susceptibility is enhanced at low-\( T \).

Now let us discuss the \( t' \) dependence of the susceptibilities. Similar to the \( \rho - T \) curve, the curvature of the unnormalized response function goes from positive to negative as \( t' \) increases from negative to positive. At high-\( T \) we see that the response function increases monotonically with strain, that is, for all \( t' \) the response function is more sensitive to a tensile strain than to a compressive strain. This asymmetry is related to the difference in anisotropic hopping parameters, \( t_d/t_x - t_d/t_y \) which leads to a faster divergence between ‘strange metal’ regimes of the anisotropic resistivities for tensile strains than compressive strain. Recall that an increase in \( t' \) as a result of hopping strain enhances the Fermi-liquid like behavior. At high-\( T \), the sensitivity of the response function to follows from the anisotropic hopping parameters, e.g., under a compressive strain the Fermi-liquid regime is extended for the longitudinal resistivity, whereas for transverse resistivity the Fermi-liquid regime is rapidly reduced as result of the anisotropy the hopping parameters and vice versa for a tensile strain. This relation to \( T_{FL} \) produces a response function that is more sensitive to a tensile strain than at high-\( T \) for all \( t' \). At low-\( T \), however, the response function with respect to strain is \( t' \) dependent. This strange behavior at low-\( T \) primarily comes from spectral function Eq. (25). We also note that for a given strain the sensitivity increases as \( t' \) decreases. This follows from a reduced Fermi-liquid temperature scale with a steeper linear ‘strange metal’ regime and a more rapid divergence between the longitudinal and transverse resistivity resulting in a more sensitive response function at high temperatures.

Now let us discuss the linearity or otherwise of the response function with respect to the strain, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. The response function displays linearity with strain in the ‘strange metal’ temperature regime, but is quadratic in the Fermi liquid regime. This is indicated by the evenly spaced \( \rho-T \) curve for different \( \delta t/t \). As \( t' \) increases, that is as \( T_{FL} \) increase, the response function becomes increasingly uniform across the temperature range.

4. Strain-Resistivity susceptibilities for anisotropic resistivity

In this section, we shall examine the response function for the longitudinal and transverse resistivity defined as

\[
\chi_{XX} \equiv -\left( \frac{\rho_{xx} - \rho_{yy}}{\rho_{xx}} \right) \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right),
\]

\[
\chi_{YY} \equiv -\left( \frac{\rho_{yy} - \rho_{yy}}{\rho_{xx}} \right) \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right),
\]

respectively.

In Figs. 6 and 7, we show the strain-resistivity response function for the longitudinal \([a),(c),(e),(g)]\) and transverse \([b),(d),(f),(h)]\ response functions at two representative densities: \( n = 0.80 \), \( n = 0.85 \), respectively, for various \( t' \) and \( \delta t/t \). First we study the response function for the longitudinal resistivity. In comparing the two representative densities, we observe a slight change in
linearity of the response function as a result of increased correlations. Examining the $T$ dependence for $t' = -0.2t$, we see that there is a non-linearity at low temperatures; This low-$T$ dependence comes from the self-energies in the presence of strain. At high-$T$ the response function is weakly second order due to the slight difference in the linear ‘strange metal’ regime after the crossover. As we vary $t'$ to more positives value (more Fermi-liquid-like behavior) the response function is less sensitive at low-$T$. Conversely, if we shift $t'$ to more negative values, the sensitivity increases at low-$T$. This difference in sensitivity, may be explained by examining the anisotropic hopping parameters, $t_d/t_z, t_d/t_y$, which are more sensitive for $t' < 0$. We observe that systems with a smaller $T_{FL}$ are more sensitive to strain at low temperatures. A compressive (tensile) strain increases (decreases) $T_{FL}$, which marks a gradual crossover to the linear ‘strange metal’ region. We also note a slight asymmetry in the response between tensile and compressive strain.

In comparing the longitudinal and transverse response functions we see that the line shapes are similar for each $t'$, except that the transverse response has stronger linearity at high-$T$. Here, we note the response to a compressive strain and tensile strain is $t'$ dependent. For $t' < 0$, a compressive (tensile) strain lowers (raises) $T_{FL}$ followed by a rapid (gradual) crossover to the linear ‘strange metal’ regime. For $t' > 0$, a compressive (tensile) strain raises (lowers) the $T_{FL}$, but is followed by a more gradual (rapid) crossover to the Fermi-liquid regime. We surmise that is different at $t' > 0$ exist for two reasons (1) the high the Fermi-liquid temperature is more robust and (2) that the anisotropic hopping parameters $t_d/t_z, t_d/t_y$ are less sensitive for $t' > 0$. We note that the linearity of the response function at high-$T$
is due the smaller deviation from the unstrained system.

5. Susceptibilities versus strain

In Fig. 8, we display the response function versus strain for $A_{1g}$, $B_{1g}$, $XX$, and $YY$ at at $t'/t = -0.2t$ and $n = 0.85$ for various $\delta t/t$ at four representative temperatures. We first look at the response function for $A_{1g}$ which we note is a linear response function when the line is horizontal. Here the response function becomes linear as we warm the system. The presence of a slope in the curve is indicative of a second order term in the response function, e.g., the curve in panel (d) at $T = 104K$ is linear nowhere. At low-$T$ the response function displays non-linear behavior. In panels (a), (c) and (d) there is a wave-like oscillation which indicates the presence of higher order terms. In panel (b) we observe that response function is nearly symmetric with respect to compressive and tensile strain; however, there is a slightly increased sensitivity to tensile strain.

B. Kinetic Energy for an x-axis strain

In this section we explore the anisotropy of the kinetic energy for an ECFL under a strain along the x-axis. Since the anisotropic kinetic energy can be related to measurements of the optical conductivity using the f-sum rule on the $t$-$t'$-$J$ model, this makes it an another interesting observable to explore.

The total kinetic energy for a system under strain is

![Graphs showing response function versus strain for different temperatures and strains]
This may be decomposed as follows:

\[ K_{\text{tot}} = K_{xx} + K_{yy} + K_{xy}, \]  

where \( K_{xy} \) is the kinetic energy along the diagonal of orthorhombic lattice and is isotropic for each diagonal. The longitudinal, transverse and diagonal kinetic energy

is given by

\[ K_{xx} = \left\langle \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho_{G}(k)\epsilon_{kx} d\omega \right\rangle_{k} \]  

\[ K_{yy} = \left\langle \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho_{G}(k)\epsilon_{ky} d\omega \right\rangle_{k} \]  

\[ K_{xy} = \left\langle \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho_{G}(k)\epsilon_{kxy} d\omega \right\rangle_{k} \]  

where

\[ \epsilon_{kx} = -2t_{x} \cos(k_{x}a) \]  

\[ \epsilon_{ky} = -2t_{y} \cos(k_{y}b) \]  

\[ \epsilon_{kxy} = -4t_{d} \cos(k_{x}a) \cos(k_{y}b) \]  

For the \( t'-J \) model, the anisotropic kinetic energies, denoted as \( K_{\alpha} \) where \( \alpha = xx \) and \( yy \), is related to the...
optical conductivity, $\sigma_\alpha$, by the following sum rule
\[
\Re \int_0^\infty \sigma_\alpha(\omega) d\omega = K_\alpha e^2 ,
\]
where $e$ is the electrical charge. $K_\alpha e^2$ sets the scale of the optical conductivity, i.e.,
\[
\frac{1}{K_\alpha e^2} \Re \int_0^\infty \sigma_\alpha(\omega) d\omega = 1 .
\]
The optical conductivity in the DC limit, $\sigma_\alpha(0)$, is related the DC resistivity as follows: $\rho_\alpha(0) = 1/\sigma_\alpha(0)$. For the anisotropic kinetic energy we calculate and quote the following objects:

- $K'_{xx}(n, T)$, this is the strained version of longitudinal kinetic energy.
- $K'_{yy}(n, T)$ this is the strained version of transverse kinetic energy.
- We call $K_{xx}$ without a prime as the tetragonal result. It is the same as $K_{yy}$.
- We present $A_{1g}$:
  \[
  \frac{K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx}}{2K_{xx} \delta t/t} \text{ vs } T .
  \]
- We present $B_{1g}$: $(K'_{xx} - K'_{yy})/(K_{xx} \delta t/t) \text{ vs } T$

1. Strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the $A_{1g}$ irrep

In this section, we shall examine the normalized and unnormalized kinetic energy response function for the $A_{1g}$ irrep defined, respectively, as
\[
M_{A_{1g}} \equiv -\left( \frac{K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx}}{2K_{xx}} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right) ,
\]
\[
M_{A_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv -\left( K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right) .
\]

In Fig. 9, we display the unnormalized and normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus temperature for the $A_{1g}$ irrep at optimal density for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. The $A_{1g}$ irrep susceptibility signals a change in the sum of anisotropic kinetic energies, $K_{xx} + K_{yy}$. We observe that tensile strain uniformly reduces the total kinetic energy of the system and a compressive strain enhances it. Here, we will confine our attention to the normalized cases, Fig. 9(e)-(h). We observe that the response functions is non-linear throughout the displayed temperature range for all $t'$. The even spacing between curves at different hopping strains indicates that these are second order response functions. We also notice that the response function monotonically increases in absolute intensity as the system is warmed or the strain is increased form negative to positive.

2. Strain-Kinetic-Energy susceptibilities with $B_{1g}$ symmetry

In this section, we shall examine the unnormalized and normalized response function of the kinetic energy for the $B_{1g}$ irrep, respectively, defined as
\[
M_{B_{1g}} \equiv -\left( K'_{xx} - K'_{yy} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right) ,
\]
\[
M_{B_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv -\left( K'_{xx} - K'_{yy} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right) .
\]

In Fig. 10, we display the unnormalized and normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibility versus $T$ at optimal density ($n = 0.85$) at various $t'$ for the $B_{1g}$ irrep of the $D_{4h}$ point group, which is characterized as the difference in the kinetic energies $K_{xx} - K_{yy}$ along the different direction of the distorted square lattice. The $B_{1g}$ irrep indicates the presence of an anisotropy between the two directions. We note that shifting the density from over-doped to optimal has little effect on the response functions for $t' < 0$, except for a slight increase in the strength of the response for $t' > 0$ for that reason, we focus on the optimal density. First we see the character of the response function for the $B_{1g}$ irrep is strongly $t'$ dependent. For $t' = 0.4$, the response functions is nearly linear at all temperatures. We point out a curious feature for $t' = -0.2$ curve where at high-$T$ the system is linear whereas at low-$T$ the system is non-linear, but it nearly symmetric with respect to a compressive or tensile strain of similar magnitude. At high-$T$ for all $t'$ the
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The response function is non-linear for across the temperature range and for $t' = 0.2$, is increasingly non-linear with warming.

3. Strain-Kinetic-Energy Susceptibility versus strain

In Fig. 11, we present the strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus strain at optimal density ($n = 0.85$) and $t' = 0.2 t$ for $A_{1g}$, $B_{1g}$, $XX$ and $YY$ where we define the longitudinal and transverse response functions as

$$M_{XX} = -\left(\frac{K'_{xx} - K_{xx}}{K_{xx}}\right) / \left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right),$$

$$M_{YY} = -\left(\frac{K'_{yy} - K_{yy}}{K_{xx}}\right) / \left(\frac{\delta t}{t}\right),$$

respectively. Here, we can examine the linearity of the response function at a fixed $T$. We note that a horizontal line shape is characteristic of a linear function, a sloped line is indicative of a second order term and a non-zero curvature signals higher order terms. For $A_{1g}$, we observe that the irrep is weakly non-linear up to room temperature, it grows increasingly non-linear as the system is cooled and the curve is anti-symmetric with respect to hopping strain. For the $B_{1g}$ irrep, we note that the response function is linear at room temperature; however, it becomes non-linear at the temperature is dropped, but in this case the response function is symmetric with respect to strain. The $A_{1g}$ irrep corresponds to the scale of the total optical conductivity, $\sigma_{xx} + \sigma_{yy}$, and it indicates that the total optical conductivity increases as we go from a tensile strain to a compressive strain. The $B_{1g}$ irrep signals whether the kinetic energy anisotropic, i.e., a non-zero response indicates that the kinetic energy is more sensitive either in the longitudinal or transverse direction. The anti-symmetry of $A_{1g}$ together with the

FIG. 9: The unnormalized and normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the $A_{1g}$ irrep defined in Eq. (49) and Eq. (48) at filling $n = 0.85$, for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$.

FIG. 10: The strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the $B_{1g}$ irrep at filling $n = 0.85$ for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) unnormalized susceptibilities, Eq. (51). (e)-(h) the normalized susceptibilities, Eq. (50). All figures share a legend.
symmetry of $B_{1g}$ tell us that the sensitivity is symmetric for compressive and tensile strains. In comparing panels (b), (c), and (d) we see strong similarity between their respective responses. This is expected since strain merely shifts kinetic energy versus temperatures curves up and down.

![Graphs of the strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus strain at filling $n = 0.85$ and $t'/t = -0.2$ at four representative temperatures. All figures share a legend.](image)

**FIG. 11:** The strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus strain at filling $n = 0.85$ and $t'/t = -0.2$ at four representative temperatures. All figures share a legend. (a) $A_{1g}$ irrep, Eq. (48). (b) $B_{1g}$ irrep, Eq. (50). (c) $XX$, longitudinal, Eq. (52). (d) $YY$, transverse, Eq. (53).

C. The local density of states for an x-axis strain

The local density of states (LDOS) is potentially interesting since it can be measured using STM probes. We present results on how the LDOS changes with strain, and the related susceptibilities. We argue that if experiments are done on resistivity variation as well as LDOS variation with strain, we can bypass the need for measuring strain accurately and of estimating the parameter $\alpha$ in Eq. (14). The LDOS is calculated as $\rho_{Gloc}(\omega) = \langle \rho_{G}(k,\omega) \rangle_k$ where averaging over the Brillouin zone is implied, and $G \rightarrow g$ is the free Greens function for the bare LDOS and the ECFL Greens function $G \rightarrow \mathcal{G}$ for the LDOS in the non-trivial case.

In this section we calculate the normalized change in the local density of states and quote the following:

- We present $\langle \rho_{Gloc}' - \rho_{Gloc} \rangle / (\rho_{Gloc} \delta t/t) \ vs \ \omega$

1. $T$ variation

In Fig. 12, we display the LDOS at optimal density ($n = 0.85$) and $t' = -0.2$ for various temperatures at three characteristic strains: a compressive strain (thick dashed), unstrained (solid) and tensile strain (thin dashed). We compare the LDOS for non-interacting system, panel (a), to a system with electron-electron interaction, panel (b)-(d). We find that curve for the bare LDOS shifts to left along the $\omega$-spectrum upon warming, leaving the line shape intact. In contrast with the bare LDOS, we see that warming the LDOS for the interacting system completely smooths and broadens the LDOS peaks for all strains rather than shifting them left. We note that strain inverts the LDOS peak, leaving behind a pair of cusps at a reduced height. This is a product of the anisotropy of hopping parameters. This is consistent with previous findings that interaction significantly lower the Fermi liquid temperature $T_{FL}$.

![Graphs of the local density of states for (a) the non-interacting and (b)-(d) interacting system at optimal filling ($n = 0.85$), $t' = -0.2$, for various temperatures and at three characteristic strains: $\delta t/t = 0.15, 0.00, -0.15$ (thick dashed, solid, thin dashed).](image)

**FIG. 12:** The local density of states for (a) the non-interacting and (b)-(d) interacting system at optimal filling ($n = 0.85$), $t' = -0.2$, for various temperatures and at three characteristic strains: $\delta t/t = 0.15, 0.00, -0.15$ (thick dashed, solid, thin dashed).

2. $t'$ variation

In Fig. 13, we examine the LDOS from a different vantage point by looking at the $t'$ dependence for a system at optimal density ($n = 0.85$), for a compressive strain of $\delta t/t = 0.15$, and at various $t'/t = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2$. In panel (c), we show the bare LDOS under at room temperature as a reference for the interacting system. In panels (a) and (b), we display interacting system at $T = 37K$ and $T = 298K$, respectively. Upon inspection it appears
the primary role that $t'$ plays is to shift energy band along the spectrum. As previously noted, warming the interacting system to room temperature smooths and broadens the characteristic LDOS peaks for all strain types and at all $t'$ while leaving their position the spectrum fixed. Even though the relative position of different $t'$ curves remain unchanged as the interactions are turned on, we note that strong correlations renormalizes the bare band into a smaller energy region. Comparing panels (a) and (b) fixed at $t' = -0.4, 0.2$, we observe that LDOS peak height is more strongly suppressed at a lower $t'$. This is consistent with previous studies on the unstrained interacting system, and it indicates that a smaller $t'$ has a lower Fermi-liquid temperature scale and hence it is less robust to heating.

![Graphs of LDOS susceptibility versus frequency at optimal filling (n = 0.85), for a compressive strain ($\delta t/t = 0.15$) at various $t'$](image)

FIG. 13: The local density of states versus frequency at optimal filling ($n = 0.85$), for a compressive strain ($\delta t/t = 0.15$) at various $t'$. (a)-(b) The interacting system at $T = 37K$ and $T = 298K$, respectively. (c) The non-interacting system at $T = 298K$. All figures share the same legend.

3. Susceptibilities

In this section, we examine the normalized response function of LDOS of the non-interacting and interacting system, respectively, defined as

$$ N_g = \left( \frac{\rho_{gloc} - \rho_{gloc}}{\rho_{gloc}} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{T} \right), \tag{54} $$

$$ N'_g = \left( \frac{\rho'_{gloc} - \rho'_{gloc}}{\rho'_{gloc}} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{T} \right). \tag{55} $$

In Fig. 14, we plot the LDOS susceptibility for a non-interacting and interacting system at room temperature at optimal density for various $t'$. We observe that the response function is linear at all frequencies except at the LDOS peak and, although not shown in the figure, at the band edges. Regardless of the presence of interaction, we note that the susceptibility is enhanced by tensile strain near the LDOS peak and reduced by a compressive strain.

![Graphs of LDOS susceptibility versus frequency at optimal filling (n = 0.85), for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) The non-interacting system, Eq. (54). (e)-(g) The interacting system, Eq. (55). All the figures share a legend.](image)

FIG. 14: The LDOS susceptibility versus frequency at optimal filling $n = 0.85$, at room temperature ($T = 297K$), for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) The non-interacting system, Eq. (54). (e)-(g) The interacting system, Eq. (55). All the figures share a legend.

4. Susceptibility versus strain

In Fig. 15, we display the LDOS susceptibility as function of strain, at four representative frequencies. A curve that is constant is characteristic of a linear response function. We see that at $\omega = 0$ the response function is nonlinear to second order.

We can approximate the response function in Eqs. (54)
and (55) as

\[ N(n, T) = c_0 + c_1 \delta t / t + c_2 (\delta t / t)^2 + \ldots \]  

(56)

where \( c_0 \) is the linear response term, \( c_1 \) is the quadratic response term and \( c_2 \) is the third order term. We see that for the bare LDOS, Fig. 15(a), at \( \omega = 0.45 \) the system is nearly linear with \( c_0 \approx -0.5 \) and \( c_1 \approx 3 \). The other presented frequencies appear to be non-linear with significant second and third order terms. The LDOS susceptibility for interacting system (b), appears to be nearly linear everywhere except at the location of LDOS peak (\( \omega = 0 \)) which has weak second order term. Note that the second order scheme used here is good for low energies but somewhat less reliable at high energies, \(|\omega| \gtrsim t\).

IV. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

In this work, we have applied the recently developed second-order ECFL theory to study the effect of small strain on the resistivity, kinetic energy, LDOS and their associated susceptibilities in the \( t-t' - J \) model with various \( t' \) at \( n = 0.85 \) and 0.80. The second order scheme of ECFL used here seems to be quite accurate for electron density \( 0.82 \leq n \leq 0.87 \), as shown in our earlier studies by comparison with other schemes. It must be kept in mind that the presented results are not exact within ECFL. As explained in Ref. [11,28,31], higher order terms in the \( \lambda \) expansion and alternate treatment of the two number sum-rules, are expected to change the high energy (i.e. \(|\omega| \gg k_B T_{FL}\)) response functions substantially. The low energy response (i.e. \(|\omega| \lesssim k_B T_{FL}\)) involved in the resistivity calculations is not expected to change too much. We are currently also pursuing directions for such improvement of the calculational scheme. While resistivities themselves might not change too much, the related susceptibilities are more sensitive, and hence we might see greater changes. However comparison of the present scheme with experiments seems warranted already, at least to provide some guidance to experiments for the signs and scales of variations.

Our results exhibit in considerable detail the variation of the strain dependence, and the sign and magnitude \( t' \) on resistivities and other variables. This implies that electron doped and hole doped cases behave very differently. Further the magnitude of \( t' \) distinguishes between different members of the hole doped materials. In comparing with the strain variation data, when it becomes available, one would need to estimate the magnitude of \( t' \) from the \( T \) dependence of the unstrained resistivity, before embarking on an exploration of the strain dependence.

Our results can be converted to actual strains by replacing \( \delta t / t \) with \(-\alpha \delta R / R\) using Eq. (17), or better still, measuring the strain dependence of the LDOS or the optical conductivity sum-rule, and thereby eliminating \( \alpha \). In practice one might also choose typical values of \( \alpha \sim 5 \pm 2 \) to get useful estimates.

It should be noted that while typical experimental conditions (e.g. from applying in-plane uni-axial stress) will typically result in normal strains in \( x, y \) and \( z \) directions, the symmetry-decomposed response (at least for small strains) can still be extracted from the calculations and compared with symmetry-decomposed responses in real materials. Of course the \( c \)-axis strain (an \( A_{1g} \) quantity for a tetragonal material) can affect the in-plane isotropic \( (A_{1g}) \) elasto-resistivity as well as the in-plane \( A_{1g} \) strain. Our model is strictly 2d, so it wont capture this.
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41 The unstrained system assumes a body-centered orthorhombic unit cell (a, b, c) where a b are the lattice constants of the base and c is that of the height. In the expression for resistivity \( \rho_{a} \) = c/2 between copper-oxide planes.
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I. OVERVIEW

The Supplementary Material (SM) section is organized as follows: In Sec. II A we expand upon the resistivity calculation by discussing the role of different terms on the resistivity calculation under an x-axis strain. In Sec. II B we examine the effects of strain on the total kinetic energy versus \( T \), the longitudinal and transverse components versus \( T \), and we display the effect of strain at the particle densities \( n = 0.80, 0.85 \). In Sec. II C we present supplemental figures showing the effects of strain on the local density of states (LDOS) and the LDOS susceptibilities for both non-interacting and interacting systems.

II. RESULTS

A. Resistivity for an x-axis strain : role of different factors

We further explore the effects of strain on electrical resistivity and their associated susceptibilities in response to an x-axis strain for an extremely correlated Fermi liquid \textsuperscript{SM-1,SM-2} (ECFL). In order to gauge the relative importance of strain in the resistivity calculation\textsuperscript{SM-3}, it is useful to study the effect of strain on each term in conductivity calculation:

\[
\sigma_{xx} = \left\langle \Upsilon_k \left( \frac{\partial \epsilon_k}{\partial k_1} \right)^2 \frac{a/b}{k} \right\rangle, \quad \text{(SM-1)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{yy} = \left\langle \Upsilon_k \left( \frac{\partial \epsilon_k}{\partial k_2} \right)^2 \frac{b/a}{k} \right\rangle. \quad \text{(SM-2)}
\]

Here, we note that strain affects conductivity in two fashions: it produces a change (1) in the lattice constant:

\[
a \to a_0 + \delta a; \quad b \to a_0; \quad \rho \to \sqrt{2} a_0 + \frac{\delta a}{\sqrt{2}}, \quad \text{(SM-3)}
\]

and (2) in the hopping parameters:

\[
t_x = (1 - \alpha \epsilon) t; \quad t_y = t; \quad t_d = (1 - \alpha \epsilon) t'. \quad \text{(SM-4)}
\]

The distorted lattice constants play the role of a dimensionless coefficient in Eqs. (SM-1) and (SM-2). The modified hopping parameters come into play through the vertices and the spectral function in \( \Upsilon_k \). Specifically, we compute the resistivity while isolating the effects of strain on the following terms: (1) the spectral functions in \( \Upsilon_k \), (2) the “vertex” \( \partial \epsilon_k / \partial k_i \) for \( i = 1, 2 \), and (3) the distorted lattice constants \( a, b \), denoted “Geometric” in Fig. 1, and we record the sensitivity of conductivity to each term.

In SM-Fig. 1(a)-(b), we present the change in the longitudinal and transverse resistivity versus \( T \), respectively, at filling \( n = 0.85 \), second neighbor hopping \( t' = -0.2t \) and hopping strain \( \delta t/t = 0.15 \) for all three terms and we compare them to a resistivity calculation on the unstrained tetragonal lattice denoted “Tetra” and a calculation that combines the effects of strain on every term which we call “Ortho”. We observe that the longitudinal resistivity is primarily sensitive to the effects of strain on the vertex. Panel (b) shows that the transverse resistivity is sensitive to the effect of strain on the spectral functions, i.e., \( \Upsilon_k \). In panels (c) and (d) we have the response function for the irrep \( A_{1g} \) and \( B_{1g} \), respectively,\textsuperscript{SM-4}. As we might expect, these curves are sensitive to both the vertex part and the spectral function. We also note that the source of the T-dependence is the spectral function and that the dominate source of asymmetry between compressive and tensile strain for the \( A_{1g} \) and \( B_{1g} \) irreps is the vertex and \( \Upsilon_k \) terms.

B. The kinetic energy under a x-axis strain

Now we look at the anisotropy of the kinetic energy for an ECFL under a strain along the x-axis. Recall that the anisotropic kinetic energy can be related to a measurement of the optical weight through the f-sum rule\textsuperscript{SM-6,SM-7} on the \( t-t'-J \) model, and it is an experimentally accessible observable.

The total kinetic energy for a system under strain is computed as

\[
K_{\text{tot}} = \left\langle \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho\tilde{\gamma}(k)d\omega \right\rangle. \quad \text{(SM-5)}
\]

which may be decomposed as follows:

\[
K_{\text{tot}} = K_{xx} + K_{yy} + K_{xy}, \quad \text{(SM-6)}
\]

where \( K_{xy} \) is the kinetic energy along the diagonal of orthorhombic lattice and is isotropic for each diagonal. Here we present the following susceptibilities:
SM-Fig 1: We gauge the sensitivity of different terms in Eqs. (SM-1) and (SM-2) to the effects of strain for various representations of the resistivity: (a) The change in longitudinal resistivity. (b) The change in transverse resistivity. (c) The resistivity for the $A_{1g}$ irrep. (d) The resistivity for the $B_{1g}$ irrep. The line The curve labeled “Geometric” gauges the sensitivity of resistivity to a direct change in lattice parameters $a$ and $b$. The curve we call “Vertex” examines the effects of strain on $\partial \rho / \partial k$ which is modified to be only a function of $t, t^\prime$. The curve labeled “T” isolates the effects of strain on $\rho_g$. The curve labeled “Ortho” includes the effect of strain on every term. All figures share a legend. The parameters are set to filling $n = 0.85$, $t^\prime = -0.2t$ and compressive strain of $\delta t / t = 0.15$.

- We present $A_{1g}$:
  \[
  \frac{K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx}}{2K_{xx}\delta t/t} \text{ vs } T
  \]

- We present $B_{1g}$: $(K'_{xx} - K'_{yy})/(K_{xx}\delta t/t)$ vs $T$

- We present $XX$: $(K'_{xx} - K_{xx})/(K_{xx}\delta t/t)$ vs $T$

- We present $YY$: $(K'_{yy} - K_{yy})/(K_{xx}\delta t/t)$ vs $T$

1. The raw kinetic energies

SM-Fig. 2 shows the total kinetic energy, $K_{\text{tot}}$, versus $T$ at various $t^\prime$ and $\delta t / t$. We observe that decreasing the strain at a fixed $T$ increases the total kinetic energy for all $t^\prime$ which indicates the scale of the optical conductivity increases as we decrease the strain is decreased. We also note that, similar to resistivity, the curvature of the line shape changes from negative to positive as $t^\prime$ increases from negative (hole-like) to positive (electron-like).

In SM-Fig. 3, we display the longitudinal (solid) and the transverse (dashed) kinetic energy versus $T$ at optimal density ($n = 0.85$) at various $t^\prime$ and for three representative strains: $\delta t / t = 0.10, 0.00, -0.10$. We observe that in the longitudinal direction the response to a compressive strain reduces the kinetic energy while a tensile strain enhances it, and we note that the response with respect to strain is less sensitive in the transverse direction and has the opposite sign. As the system is cooled, we find a slight increase in the sensitivity to strain at low temperatures. At low temperature, the kinetic energy slightly depends on $t^\prime$, namely, it decreases as $t^\prime$ goes from positive (electron-like) to negative (hole-like), but as the system is warmed to room temperature, it becomes nearly independent of $t^\prime$. 

SM-Fig 2: The total kinetic energy at optimal filling $n = 0.85$, at various $t^\prime$, for several $\delta / t$. All figures share a legend.

SM-Fig 3: The kinetic energy versus $T$ where $K_{xx}$ (solid) and $K_{yy}$ (dashed) at optimal filling ($n = 0.85$), for various $t^\prime$, and at three representative strains: compressive strain, no strain, tensile strain. Note that $K_{xx} = K_{yy}$ in the absence of strain. All figures share a legend.
notice that the response function monotonically increases in absolute intensity as the system warms or as the strain increases from negative to positive.

3. Strain-Kinetic-Energy susceptibilities with $B_{1g}$ symmetry

In SM-Fig. 5 we display the unnormalized and normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibility versus $T$ at over-doped density ($n = 0.80$) at various $t'$ for the $B_{1g}$ irrep of the $D_{4h}$ point group, which is characterized as the difference in the kinetic energies $K_{xx} - K_{yy}$ along the different directions of the distorted square lattice. We define the response function of the kinetic energy for the $B_{1g}$ irrep for the unnormalized and normalized, respectively, as

$$ M_{B_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv \frac{(K'_{xx} - K'_{yy})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}, \quad (SM-9) $$

$$ M_{B_{1g}} \equiv \frac{(K'_{xx} - K'_{yy})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}. \quad (SM-10) $$

4. The longitudinal and transverse strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities

In this section, we denote the strain-kinetic-energy susceptibility for the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively, as

$$ M_{XX} \equiv \frac{(K'_{xx} - K_{xx})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}, \quad (SM-11) $$

$$ M_{YY} \equiv \frac{(K'_{yy} - K_{yy})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}. \quad (SM-12) $$

In SM-Figs 6 and 7, we display the longitudinal [(a)-(d)] and transverse [(e)-(h)] strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus temperature at two representative densities ($n = 0.80$ and $n = 0.85$, respectively) at various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. First, we note that as we increase the density towards the optimal limit the line shape of the response functions remains approximately unchanged; However, the strength of the transverse response increases, and at high temperatures it becomes increasingly linear. We also note that there is an approximate mirror symmetry between the longitudinal response and the transverse response. Although, the intensity of the transverse response is weaker which is consistent with the raw data. Now, let us focus on the longitudinal response at optimal density. We see that for all $t'$ the longitudinal response is non-linear at all displayed temperatures. Next, we examine the transverse response function which is linear at room temperature and becomes increasingly non-linear as the system is cooled. For $t' = -0.2t$ the response function at low temperatures is weakly asymmetric with respect to a compressive and tensile strain for both the longitudinal and transverse kinetic energies whereas for all other $t'$ the response function increases monotonically.

2. Strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the $A_{1g}$ irrep

In SM-Fig. 4, we examine the unnormalized and normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities versus temperature in the $A_{1g}$ irrep at over-doped density ($n = 0.80$) for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. We define the unnormalized and normalized response function for the strain-kinetic-energy, respectively, as

$$ M_{A_{1g}}^{(u)} \equiv \frac{-(K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}, \quad (SM-7) $$

$$ M_{A_{1g}} \equiv \frac{-(K'_{xx} + K'_{yy} - 2K_{xx})}{(\frac{\delta t}{t})}. \quad (SM-8) $$

In the normalized cases in SM-Fig. 4(e)-(h), we observe that the response functions is non-linear throughout the displayed temperature range for all $t'$. The even spacing between curves at different hopping strains indicates that these are second-order response functions. We also
SM-Fig 5: The strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the $B_{1g}$ irreducible representation at over-doped filling $n = 0.80$, for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) The unnormalized susceptibilities, (Eq. (SM-9)). (e)-(h) The normalized susceptibilities, (Eq. (SM-10)). All figures share a legend.

with strain. And for $t' = 0.0, n = 0.80$ in SM-Fig. 6 (g), the transverse kinetic energy cannot resolve different tensile strains ($\delta t/t < 0.0$) until very low temperature while it is quite distinguishable in the compressive cases.

C. The Local Density of States

1. Strain variation

In SM-Figs. 8 and 9, we present the LDOS at over-doped density ($n = 0.80$) and optimal density ($n = 0.85$), respectively, at room temperature ($T = 298K$) for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. Comparing these two figures, we note that the density has little effect beyond reducing the height of interacting system as it increases towards the Mott-insulating limit. Therefore, we will focus on analyzing SM-Fig 6: The normalized strain-kinetic-energy susceptibilities for the longitudinal (Eq. (SM-11)) and transverse (Eq. (SM-12)) components at over-doped filling $n = 0.80$, for select $t'$, and $\delta t/t$. All figures share a legend.

SM-Fig 8 since it applies to SM-Fig. 9 as well. In SM-Fig. 8 and 9 for the bare LDOS [(a)-(d)], we find that strain causes a highly localized inversion of the peak, resulting in a ‘well’ centered at same approximate position on the spectrum, surrounded by a pair of peaks at reduced height, where the lost weight is moved to the background.

For $t'/t < 0$ ($t'/t > 0$) the bare LDOS peak heights are asymmetric, higher on the left (right), and shifted left (right) on the spectrum, and for $t'/t = 0$ the LDOS peaks are symmetric. We also notice an asymmetry between a compressive strain ($\delta t/t > 0$) and a tensile strain ($\delta t/t < 0$) where the bare LDOS peak height are more strongly inverted for the former except for $t'/t = -0.4$ since it is constrained by the band edge. In previous work\textsuperscript{13}, it was shown that systems with high $t'$ have higher Fermi liquid temperature scales, making them
more robust to warming, that is, the LDOS peaks will have a slower rate of change (smoothening and broadening) in response to warming. Although we may except the Fermi liquid temperature scale to warm as the hopping strain increases from negative (tensile) to positive (compressive), we find that the scale is similar for compressive and tensile strains of identical magnitude. This is a result of the anisotropy of the resistivity, producing two channels and hence two Fermi temperature scales. We propose the rate of change in LDOS peaks scales with the ratio \( (t_d/t_z + t_d/t_y)/2 \), where \( t_d/t_z \) and \( t_d/t_y \) determine the Fermi temperature scale for the longitudinal and transverse resistivity, respectively.

Now, in Fig. 8[(e)-(h)], we turn on the interaction and we observe that the LDOS peaks are smooth and broadened. In a previous study \(^{SM-5} \), the authors showed that electron-electron interactions smooths and broadens the LDOS peak and that strong correlations packs the peaks for each \( t' \) into a smaller energy region while leaving the relative position \( \omega \) spectrum unchanged. Here we find that strain inverts the line shape from a peak into a well while leaving the approximate position of different \( t' \) unchanged. Similar to the bare LDOS, we see that compressive strains tend to suppress the peak height and tensile strain tends to enhance it. This, again, is related to the \( T_{FL} \) scale as discussed above. If re-examining Fig. (12) in the main paper, we now note that at \( T < T_{FL} \) the LDOS retains its characteristic double peak shape under strain. For \( n = 0.85 \) and \( t' = -0.2t \), we find \( T_{FL} < 150K \).
We observe that the location of the non-linear susceptibility coincides with the LDOS peak. Comparing the non-interacting LDOS [(a)-(d)] to the interacting LDOS [(e)-(h)] we find that the frequency region with non-linear behavior is more strongly localized for systems of the latter kind. A similar feature is observed for the location of LDOS peaks in unstrained systems after turning on interactions. We also find that, similar to the optimally doped system, in the over-doped system the susceptibility is enhanced by tensile strain and reduced by compressive strain regardless of the presence of interactions.

2. Susceptibilities

In SM-Fig. 10, we plot the LDOS susceptibility for an non-interacting and interacting system at room temperature at overdoped density, at various $t'$, for strains varying from $\delta t/t = -0.15$–0.15. We define the non-interacting LDOS and the interacting LDOS response function, respectively, as

$$N_g \equiv \left( \frac{\rho_{\text{loc}} - \rho_{\text{gluc}}}{\rho_{\text{gluc}}} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{t} \right), \quad \text{(SM-13)}$$

$$N_G \equiv \left( \frac{\rho_{\text{loc}} - \rho_{\text{gluc}}}{\rho_{\text{gluc}}} \right) / \left( \frac{\delta t}{T} \right). \quad \text{(SM-14)}$$

SM-Fig 9: The local density of states versus frequency at optimal filling $n = 0.85$, for room temperature ($T = 298K$), at various $t' = -0.4, -0.2, 0.2, 0.0$ at select $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) The interacting system. (e)-(h) The non-interacting system. All figures share a legend.

SM-Fig 10: The LDOS susceptibility versus frequency at overdoped filling $n = 0.80$, room temperature ($T = 298K$), for various $t'$ and $\delta t/t$. (a)-(d) The non-interacting system, Eq. (SM-13). (e)-(g) The interacting system, Eq. (SM-14). All figures share a legend.


